
What Does it Mean to be an American Citizen?  (continued speech, Rep Lee Hamilton, 2003) 
 
Why engage? 

Why should you and I and others engage in civic activity? 

We have plenty of important things to worry about doing our jobs, paying our bills, taking care of our families. No doubt, these private interests 
are civic virtues in their own right. 

We are good in this country at speaking out for and protecting our individual interest. But all of us can benefit from giving at least some of our 
attention to advancing the public interest, or as the founding fathers called it the common good. 

Look around you. Many things need to be done in your community and country. Perhaps you are upset by the actions of your representative. 
Or the school that your children attend. Or the quality of your health care. Or the conditions of the roads that you drive on. Or even our nations 
foreign policy. 

Don't misunderstand me. Tending your own business and the affairs of your family is important. But civic engagement is your way of 
influencing for the better your neighborhood, community, state and nation. If you and I become involved our cynicism will dissipate and our 
morale improve. We may even see life become better, richer, and fuller for our fellow citizens. 

I know people who vote, walk out of the booth, and say and believe that their civic duty has been fully discharged. Voting is important but not 
enough. Do you know who does not disengage when the voting is done? Interest groups. They begin their work the day after an election they 
know that's when the real work begins. They know it and so should the rest of us. 

If you are upset about the influence exerted by special interests; if you are upset about the actions of a public official; if you are upset about 
the condition of your local school; even if you are upset about a pothole in front of your house civic engagement is a way of taking action to 
make your corner of the world better. What do we have on our agenda that is more important? 

The key to good governance is simple: it is to hold power accountable. Civic engagement does just that. We engage because it improves our 
democracy, and it is the only way to make our government responsive to the people. 

 What can we do? 

How, then, do we engage? If you ask them, most Americans want to be better people living in better communities, a better state, and a better 
nation. Often, they want to become involved but don't know how don't know where to go, whom to talk to, what to do. 

Thus the job of civic education is not complete if we teach only its importance; we must be shown how to engage, how to participate, how to 
get off the sidelines and into the action. 

This may seem overwhelming at first. But I like the attitude of the builder who said: I cannot solve the world’s problems, but I can help build 
this house. 

A constituent of mine was a diabetic. He approached me one day many years ago because he had no idea what was in the food on sale at the 
grocery store, and his health depended upon it. 

But he did more than just talk to me. He spoke around the community to whomever would listen; visited and wrote letters to all kinds of officials 
county commissioners, state legislators, other members of Congress. Thanks to him, and many people of like mind and action, consumers 
now have meaningful labels on the food that they buy. 

We would all like to engage to resolve the big problem. Fixing health care. Saving social security. Changing the tax code. Defending our nation 
against its enemies. Some of us have those opportunities, but most of us don't. 

All of us can engage most effectively through small, incremental changes. A school is rebuilt. Ramps for the handicapped are carved into 
street corners. A safety signal goes up in a dangerous intersection. A worthy, young disadvantaged student enters medical school. A young 
woman steps into the world with more opportunity than her mother. 

These are not insignificant examples. They save and improve lives and communities. The actions of my constituent and countless American 
citizens like him made many American lives healthier. This is the wellspring of our American democracy countless small actions that make a 
better nation. 

- We engage by looking around us, seeing something that needs fixing, and doing something about it: 



- We can stay more informed about issues in our own communities, as well as the issues of the state and nation. 

- We can run for elective office or work for candidates of our choice. 

- We can vote in elections and hold each of our representatives accountable - from the president on down to a town council or 
commissioner. 

- We can join institutions of service - be it the peace corps, the armed services, Americorps, or local uniformed services. 

- We can volunteer for charitable causes and organizations. 

- We can join the sometimes messy, rough and tumble dialogue of democracy by writing letters to local papers or elected officials, 
asking questions or advocating positions. 

- We can give speeches or ask questions why things cannot be better across the street or across the world. 

- We can organize petition drives or letter writing campaigns. 

- We can join - or begin - organizations that reflect our views and enlarge our collective voice. 

 If you know your community the problems that need addressing; the different kinds of people (not just the people like you); the issues; who is 
in charge; who has the power to get a message out; who can assemble people together I can assure you, you will engage. Set goals; craft 
messages; organize; and when successful share the credit. 

Civic engagement is the greatest antidote for cynicism; it is also a great - maybe the best lesson of democracy. When we become engaged in 
community life we no longer feel distant from the centers of power and decision-making. We come to understand our own communities, and 
appreciate how we can influence change. Perhaps most important, we gain an appreciation for the hard work of democracy how to understand 
different points of view and forge a consensus behind a course of action towards a solution in a complex, busy and diverse society. 

If we engage, we lessen the distance between ourselves and those who govern. And we gain understanding and appreciation for our country 
that can only make it and the ongoing experiment of American democracy stronger. 

       1.     According to Hamilton, why doesn’t voting truly count as “civic engagement”? 

2.    What is your opinion of Hamilton’s proposals to allay his concerns? (be specific, discuss at least 2 ideas)  allay = relieve 

3.     Do you agree or disagree with the underlined quote? Be specific in explaining your thinking!! 

 Conclusion 

You and I believe that democracy is the most worthy form of government. And we know that democracy cannot thrive indeed, cannot exist 
without the active participation of citizens. So we must get into our bones the ideas of representative democracy: the consent of the 
governed, the institutions of democracy in our nation, the necessity of participation, and the avenues for action that are open to all of us. 

Our engagement brings out the very best within us. Our nation demands not only our competence, but also our passion. 

President Kennedy's words resonate through the years: “In your hands, my fellow citizens, more than mine, will rest the final success or failure 
of our course. Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country.” 

I cherish the citizen who says: I belong here; I have a role to play; I have a contribution to make. 

What does it mean to be an American citizen? It means that we are blessed to be part of this nation; we are concerned about a shortage of 
civic awareness and engagement; and we should act to effect meaningful change and accountable government through countless avenues for 
civic action. Above all, it means we are responsible for tending to our own democracy, making it work for all and transmitting it to our children 
better than we inherited it.  You accept the responsibility of an American citizen. Fortunately there are many more Americans like you but not 
enough. Our charge is to spread this message anew to all Americans. 

4.    Why do you think Hamilton ends his speech quoting President Kennedy? EXPLAIN THOROUGHLY. 

 


